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What would you do if you had the chance to make the world a
better place? According to English teacher Ms. Henderson, the
key to improving the world is to start small. She says, “All global
issues are local… No matter who’s in power, and no matter how
we feel as Americans, we are connected globally.”
Last year, the Hopewell Valley Central High School decided to
embody the idea of global diversity by devising a smaller scale
version of the original Global Diversity Day that was started by
the United Nations. The objective of this day is to create awareness of people of different backgrounds as well as to celebrate
the diversity that already exists.
Science teacher Dr. Angwenyi says, “I think in this school, that
it is not as diverse as many schools. It’s a danger that a lot of our
students are going to be living in a bubble here. They will always
think that life is just like what it is here.” Dr. Angwenyi headed
CHS’s second annual Global Diversity Day, along with many
other staff and students.
On Thursday, April 19th, CHS’s Global Diversity Day commenced. To kick off the event, a community book talk and
presentation was given by Pulitzer Prize winning author Sonia
Nazario. Ms. Nazario is the author of the book Enrique’s Journey,
a novel that details the perilous immigration of a young Honduran boy. Alone, Enrique makes his journey in order to reunite
with his mother, who had moved to the United States.
Further, Ms. Nazario talked about the events and crises which
surround immigration and the topics which inspired her book.
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CHS’s Global Diversity Day offered an opportunity for students
to make the world a better place outside the classroom. Dr.
Angwenyi summarizes, “Each person needs to be able to play a
role. Regardless of where we are, one of us has a bigger role to
play in making this world a much better place by recognizing the
skills that each person may bring. You can’t do that if you are
not aware.”

Ms. Henderson adds, “What I really like about her [Sonia Nazario] is that she’s forever a journalist. She’s not going to push
her opinion necessarily, she’s just going to report what she sees
and allow us to learn from that.”
The Global Diversity Day continued into Friday, April 20th. In
CHS’s weekly video announcements, the Morning Buzz, hosted
by the Bulldog TV, premiered a special show. Students were
asked to share statements on what diversity meant to them. Later, a diversity luncheon was held the Performing Arts Center. A
group of diverse students, teachers, administrators, and special
guests met to discuss diversity there. Finally, in the closing
event, Ms. Nazario gave another presentation where the audience was given the chance to ask questions and engage with the
author.

Teachers with author Sonia Nazario

Bulldogs Stride Into
Second Day of MCTs
By: Marissa Liu
Monday, April 23rd marked the first day of
the Mercer County Tennis Tournament — a
two-day event where players from each school
compete in their own individual brackets to
determine which team is the overall county
champion. There are five positions on the
varsity tennis team: three individual singles
and two doubles pairs, which amount to seven total players.
Each of these individuals (or pairs) will be
competing against other players in their respective positions, so really, there
are five different tournaments, or
“flights”, happening at the same
time. Each match won equates to
one point for the player’s school. At
the end of the tournament, the
school with the most points is declared the winner. Of course, the
players that place in the top three of
each bracket will be awarded individually, as well.

making it the most competitive flight in the
tournament. Hopewell’s first singles, Matt
Geiger, had one of the most unforgiving
draws of the tournament. Where most only
play two matches, Geiger needed to pull off
three matches in one day (keeping in mind
that each match is at least 1-2 hours).

thal’s second opponent, however, took him
(surprisingly) to a third set, a close match that
Blumenthal eventually won 6-4, 3-6, 7-6 (9).
Unfortunately, due to the luck of the draw,
he will be playing Alex Yang (1) from WWPSouth, a remarkably talented player that has
yet to give up a single game this tournament.

Although he swept his first 8-game pro-set
match, Geiger had to face Landon Strober
from Allentown in the second round, someone he had lost a tight match to just weeks
before. Despite popular doubt and to much
disbelief, Geiger finally won in a show of
incredible physical and mental strength with
a close 6-3, 2-6, 7-5 finish, ending a grueling
match of long, back-and-forth rallies. Unfortunately, he then had to play Noah Lilienthal,

Hopewell is also making a dent on the doubles side of the tournament. With tactical wit
and team spirit, Kolluri & Zhang beat out
doubles teams from both Princeton Day (6-3,
6-3) and Hun (6-0, 6-0), earning them a spot
in the semifinals, as well. They squared off
against the formidable, second-seeded doubles pair from WWP-North, but Kolluri &
Zhang have proven time and time again that
they deserve a spot among the top doubles
teams in the state.
Finally, Dun & Kapadia — a duo that
has been undefeated in their regular
season — knocked out teams from
Notre Dame (6-1, 6-0) and Princeton
Day (7-5, 6-3). Despite being down 2-5
in the first set against PDS, Dun &
Kapadia showed incredible teamwork
and determination to come back with
nine straight games. They faced WWPSouth (1) on Thursday. At the end of
the day, Hopewell came in third place
with 14 points, tied with Princeton
High.

The Mercer County Tournament
hosts several of the top teams in the
state, including WWP-South
(arguably the best team in NJ),
Although many players advanced to
WWP-North, and Princeton High.
the semi-finals, Hopewell lost against
To place on the podium, Hopewell “Let’s go, DAAAAWWGS!” — Hopewell Valley Boys’ Varsity Tennis Team
WWP-North. They put up a good
needed to knock out one of these
fight, and it was incredibly close.
the second seed from WWP-North — a
schools in each flight. For most players, this
The team soon moved their attention to
was an intense, nail-biting tournament, where match-up Geiger ended up retiring from in
the middle of the second set due to an injury. States where they were able to advance to the
top-level tennis was on display.
semi-finals on May 18th. During these
In every other position, however, Hopewell
In the season so far, Hopewell’s varsity playmatches, the first and third singles lost, while
ers have earned impressive winning records, has succeeded in entering the semifinals,
the second singles won their match. The first
which have given four of the five positions a which took place on Thursday, April 26th. At doubles lost with an incredibly close match
second singles, Kelleher swept his first two
seed in the tournament. This includes Will
(6-7, 9-11, 4-6), but they were able to put their
Kelleher (2), Dan Blumenthal (4), Avaneesh matches against Allentown (6-1, 6-3) and
all into it. The second doubles were able to
Kolluri & Harrison Zhang (3), and Liam Dun Lawrence High (6-2, 6-0), each in two, clean
win their match.
& Dhruv Kapadia (3). To be seeded means to sets. As the second seed, there are high expec- Undaunted by the stacked odds and intense
be one of the favored players to win the tour- tations for him to earn a place on the podium. On Thursday, Kelleher had to face Jerry competition ahead of them, the boys were
nament. Seeded players generally meet later
eager to step onto the court on Thursday and
Gu (3) from Princeton, a match for which
in the tournament.
make a resounding statement — that
Kelleher had to be at the top of his game.
By far, the most difficult flight to play in is
Hopewell is a force to be reckoned with.
At third singles, Blumenthal easily won his
first singles. Top players in the state, maybe
even the nation, occupy that spot, effectively first match against Ewing (6-0, 6-0). BlumenPage 2
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Hopewell Golf Has a
Great Season
By: Margo Friedheim
The Hopewell Valley Golf Team has been giving it their
all this season and, as of April 19, have made a clean
sweep in their matches. They are one of the only teams
at Hopewell. Junior Luke Wittenborn, senior Brandon
Li, and sophomore Caroline Tamasi have played great
matches in their eight games this season.

on the golf team. Caroline is the only female on the varsity team and had an extremely successful season.
“In April, I played in a two day tournament and placed
3rd,” Caroline explained, “So hopefully the weather gets
better so we can get back to playing regularly.”
Carrying on from her latest placing in the tournament
Caroline has continued to bring her “A” game with great
results comparing to the opposing schools.
The team hopes to carry on their undefeated season and
go on to compete and win at MCT’s and States.

Caroline Tamasi specifically has accomplished great feats

Lacrosse Season 2018
By: Sophia Stivala
The lacrosse team has been playing and working hard
in this season. With a record of 2-6 overall, and 2-3 in
conference, nothing is preventing the players from giving it their all. With the team having a tough nonconference schedule, this is very important for them.
Unfortunately, a number of injuries to several of the
key players has made things tough on the team, as well
as the season. “We are hoping to get back some players
as we head into the final portion of the
season and have a strong finish to the
season,” new varsity coach Matthew
Foret says.

have taken a little longer than we would have liked, but
we are starting to show signs of making improvements.
One of the biggest changes for the team this year is that
for the last couple of seasons, the team has played a
zone defense as their main defense. This year, they decided to switch to man-to-man defense. This is one of
the bigger focuses of the team’s practices this year.
The lacrosse team will be participating in the Mercer
County Tournament as well as State Tournament, so
feel free to support the Lacrosse Team by going to some
of their games!

Coach Foret has been out of coaching
at the high school level for the past two
seasons, so he is excited to come back to
it. “I am really enjoying getting to know
the players and working with the team,”
Foret says. “Being with a new team team
is always a challenge as you have to get
to learn about a lot of new players.”
It is also a big adjustment for the players
themselves to understand a new coach,
as well as what they want to be done in
terms of offense and defense. “Some of the adjustments
The Bulldog Reporter
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GDP, if countries decided to retaliate with their own
tariffs on all US goods, US would risk a trade war that
could hurt the entire US economy. In addition, cost of
steel and aluminum would rise in the US and thus all
goods being manufactured in the US that use steel and
aluminum (such as aircrafts frames, cars etc.) would also
become more expensive, which would further hurt the
Currently, tariffs seem to do more damage to a nation’s other sectors of US economy as foreign countries would
own economy than help it, at least for a world supershift away from expensive US goods to cheaper goods
power. Tariffs are duties imposed on foreign goods to
from other places.
penalize these goods so that domestic industry can be
protected.
When Trump Administration realized a trade war was
at hand, it quickly proceeded to remove EU and AusTariffs can have a beneficial impact on a nascent econo- tralia from the tariffs and made them more specific to
my if there is no competitive industry, domestically.
China. However, as soon as the tariffs become specific
Tariffs are then imposed to protect the domestic indus- to a country, there are workarounds available. This intry for a period of time until the industry becomes com- cludes shipping goods from one country to a third
petitive in the international market. Originally tariffs
country first, hiding the country of origin, and then
were used when the United States was still a growing
reshipping from there to the final destination (in this
nation. It used these tariffs, or duties, on imported for- case US), thus defeating the tariff system. The exclusion
eign goods starting with the Tariff Act of 1789 to gain of specific countries also showed that the policy was not
revenue for the federal government and to protect the well thought out and was harshly implemented.
U.S. industry. This worked, as consumers would find
foreign goods more expensive while making the domesCurrently, the Trump Administration believes tariffs
tic option more attractive.
should be reinstated to allow steel and aluminum industries to grow further. However, with this tariff impoHowever, as the years went by and America slowly besition, both foreign and domestic steel and aluminum
came a superpower, tariffs were revoked as they were no would become more expensive to the US industry
longer needed. What is more, the US economy became which uses these to produce goods, thus making these
the most competitive economy in the world with varifinished goods also more expensive. This would US
ous industries leading the international market as in
consumers to look for alternative products, which could
technology, pharmaceuticals, medical devices, defense, also end up being from a foreign nation.
aviation, agriculture, and many others. In such an environment, the concern of the US became how to prevent other countries from imposing tariffs on US goods In short, tariffs have a limited place in the world econoand how to open up the world economies to free trade. my for nations with less developed economies. However, they have no place in a modern competitive economy like the US which wins if free trade prevails around
Thus, when Trump imposed tariff on the steel alumithe world.
num, and solar panels globally, it went counter to the
US policy of free trade. Since the US economy is very
large and these sectors form a small segment of the

Imposing Tariffs and How
it Hurts Us
By: Sanskar Agrawal
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How Syria Could Become
Iraq 2.0
By: Paul Frank

some of the essential community leaders in Syria. If Syrian communities keep functioning, fewer people flee and become refugees. If
Syrian communities cease to function, the chance of ISIS moving
back into some of these areas in the absence of the local government increases.

The Syrian and Russian governments oppose the funding because it
sustains communities that they are trying to bomb into submission.
Iraq’s stability has been hindered for over the past decade because
Based off this, one would think that the aid would assist the rebels.
of the United State’s decision to dismiss the civil service after toppling Saddam Hussein. This poor directive caused local government However, it’s quite the contrary. The funding is for local civilian
and projects to fall apart and formed a vacuum for terrorist groups officials that provide essential local services such as education.
to exploit.
However, the main point of opposition towards the funding comes
from our very own president. President Trump worries greatly about
If the United States cuts funding to local governments in Syria, as
President Trump has threatened, history will repeat itself. The Unit- the price tag for rebuilding Syria once the war ends. And he’s right
ed States has been aiding communities loyal to the Syrian rebels and to be concerned. The cost will be huge, so the U.S. shouldn’t play a
major role. The expression “you broke it, you fix it” seems applicabroken off from the Syrian government for six years. The funding
helps keep important local officials on the job, so they can keep up ble. Let Syria and Russia pay the many billions it will take to fix
what they broke. If current aid continues to communities in Syria, it
the good fight rather than flee Syria.
should be able to jumpstart the economy within a few years time.
When peace returns to Syria, these important local officials need to With economic stability, the Syrian government would have more
still be on the job in order to support the long process of reuniting than enough capital to work on reconstruction, an effort the Rusthe country.
sians would be more than happy to help with.
The $200 million currently on hold by the State Department threatens the survival of this important U.S.-led initiative at a crucial time
when the Syrian conflict appears to reaching an end phase. Other
donor countries are contributing to a trust fund based in Jordan
that helps the same community leaders in Syria.

As the president's proposal moves to be reviewed by an interagency
panel, we can only hope that they remember what happened in
Iraq, review the success of our support to Syria's local communities,
and continue this tiny yet tactical initiative.

Syria’s neighbors have long supported this initiative because it keeps

The Many Solutions to Gun
Violence
By: Sanskar Agrawal
In the wake of the Never Again movement, a national debate has
arisen about what the nation must do in response to the protests
by millions of high school students. I offer a few common sense
measures that could be taken to reduce the catastrophic events of
mass shootings. Though it is worth mentioning that fully repealing
the second amendment is currently not an option, due to political
realities.

be banned.
There once was a law called the Federal Assault Weapons Ban, but
it expired in 2004. The ban prohibited some models of assault
weapons to be made and sold to private citizens in addition to
limiting high-capacity magazines. Ever since this law expired, mass
shootings have skyrocketed. The recent attacks in Parkland and
Las Vegas as well as the heinous crime in Newtown, CT used such
weapons.
Furthermore, all gun owners should have to renew their license
each year, just like we do for our cars. Any mental health issues
should be reported to the National Firearm Database which
should be created from the disparate state firearm databases in
place today.

A possible idea, however, could be increasing the age required to
own a gun to 21 years old across all states. If there is no consensus
in the government, the private sector should take the lead as
demonstrated by corporations such as Dick’s Sporting Goods,
which has imposed a minimum age of 21 for gun purchases.

This mental health assessment should be taken into account at the
time of renewal. In schools there should be a method for escalating odd and violent behavior to state or federal authorities and
there should be a clear guideline for what type and level of behavior starts to require attention by law enforcement. Law enforceGun shows continue to evade the background check law. Whatev- ment, including the FBI, should be equipped with the tools to
handle such escelation such as monitoring suspected individuals
er the reasoning behind this historical antiquity, it doesn’t make
or who could gun violence without being heavy handed. These
sense now. The laws should be uniform for everybody and every
venue. If the background check doesn’t return clearance immedi- possible solutions are just some of many ideas that could be implemented in order to make our nation, especially our schools, a safe
ately, a person cannot purchase a gun. 80% of public agrees that
semi-automatic and automatic guns, including bump stocks should and protected environment.
The Bulldog Reporter
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More Than a March: My Experience
Leading Thousands at March For Our
Lives Philadelphia

I went to the sign-in table to check in as a speaker and had an opportunity to gaze upon a sea of people gathering on the street.
Headcount estimated that 20,000 people had come out to march
with us, and that just made me a thousand times more nervous. A
small group of students and I took our seats on the stage, and the
By: Ethan Block
rally commenced with a powerful introduction from one of my
fellow student leaders. The next speaker was Bob Casey, and he did
At first it was just another school shooting. On February 14, 2018,
what all politicians do: put the blame on others. In his case, he
17 people were gunned down at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
berated Mitch McConnell and Paul Ryan for refusing to debate the
School in Parkland, Florida. For kids like us, this has sadly become
gun issue in Congress, but nonetheless it was a very good speech.
a normal occurrence. It seems like there’s another school shooting
The next speaker was supposed to be Philadelphia mayor Jim Kenevery week, and eventually it just becomes old news. But something
ney, but instead the announcer came up to the microphone and
changed that day. Something was different, because days after the
spoke my name.
shooting I heard the voices of survivors such as David Hogg and
Emma Gonzalez. These were not the voices of kids who had just
I stood up from my seat, and all the fear and nervousness drained
witnessed the deaths of their classmates. These were angry voices
away. I got up to the mic and belted out my speech, interrupted
fed up with the never-ending cycle of school shootings.
every ten seconds by a massive round of applause, shouts, and whistles from the crowd. I was having the time of my life, and it seemed
The Parkland survivors began advocating for more change, and as
like the crowd was as well. The speech lasted only seven minutes,
they appeared all over the news, I became more and more inspired.
but to me it felt like hours. The whole rally lasted three hours in
I had been thinking the same thing for years that they were now
total, with emotional accounts from students, parents, and most
spreading all across the country. We needed change, and I knew I
importantly, people passionate about our movement.
was witnessing the beginning of that long-needed change. Eventually the survivors announced a nationwide march, promptly named
The day after the march, everyone’s immediate first though was
the March For Our Lives.
what’s next? That thought transformed into a town hall with Pennsylvania representatives scheduled for April 28th, a rally at city hall
The location of the march would be Washington, DC, and it
on April 20th (the 19th anniversary of Columbine), and most imwould take place less than a month from the announcement date. I
portantly, registering young people to vote.
knew I wanted to participate, but something was telling me to not
just participate in that march in DC. I don’t know why, but I wantLooking back on March For Our Lives, I realized it was only the
ed my own march, and the first place I thought of having it was
beginning of a journey for myself and students across the country
Philadelphia.
that will last for much longer than just a few months. This struggle
for how to deal with the obvious problem of mass shootings in
I got together with a group of students and adults, and after three
America will not be
stressful weeks we were ready to march. Eventually the day came
solved this year, or the
upon us, March 24th, and I was more nervous than I had ever
year after, or maybe in
been in my entire life. I had been confirmed just a week earlier to
the next decade or
speak at the rally, but the largest group of people I’d ever spoken to
two, but as long as we
before was no more than 30. The city was estimating 10,000 peokeep fighting for what
ple to attend the march and rally, which was more than I ever
we know is right, we
thought would show up.
will eventually reach a
resolution that enI arrived at 5th and Market Street at 7:30am on a chilly Saturday
sures the safety of not
morning, and within hours thousands of people gathered right in
just students, but evefront of Independence Hall. I met leaders like Senator Bob Casey, ryone.
Attorney General Josh Shapiro, and hundreds of ecstatic students
Picture of the March For Our Lives
and adults cheering and shouting for common sense gun reform.
We began marching at 10:00am, and after much chanting and sign
twirling, reached the rally point on Columbus Boulevard at 10:45.
The Bulldog Reporter
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Robotics 2018

By: Emily Wang
Hopewell Valley Central High School’s robotics team, also
known as 293 SPIKE or, affectionately, as Students Participating In Killer Engineering, had a dynamic 2017-2018 season. Although their primary focus has remained on engineering, they also began to focus on the business and management side of robotics, a new incorporation to the club. 293
SPIKE was also able to enact a student government for the
team, which consists of the following five officers: Anna Lauricella, Alex Shaftel, Brandon Konopka, Sullivan Meyer, Rafael Trujillo.

alliance. Their unique design also resulted in the judges
awarding a second Creativity Award to the team. Even so,
this season would not count as an overwhelming success to
many of the members.
“We didn't do too well in the competitions,” admitted Brandon Konopka, Chief Competition Officer and a senior at
HVCHS, “but we managed to qualify for the regional championship at Lehigh University.”
Meyer shared similar sentiments: “While we qualified for the
Regional Championships, we didn't make it into the final
tournament in that competition.” He believes that this is due
to two factors: creativity and manpower.

After losing twenty members to graduation, the team had to
find recruit new members. By focusing their resources on
expansion, the team was able to leap from six original members to thirty active members by the end of the season.

“This year we chose an incredibly creative design to solve the
problem that was given to us: we decided to shoot the cube.”
Unfortunately, the shooter didn’t perform perfectly, but it
did admirably. However, another issue with this season was
the lack of experienced manpower. While 293 SPIKE did
“These members all participated throughout the year on ma- well in recruiting new students, the lack of original students
meant that the team only had “three or four experienced
chining, design, strategy, marketing, finance, and all other
builders by the time Build Season rolled around.”
aspects of the robotics team,” said Sullivan “Sully” Meyer,
the Chief Marketing Officer and a sophomore at HVCHS.
“This year was a huge success in terms of our main goal,
Konopka was one of the original members and he found
which was the growth of the team and the integration and
himself very involved with the team as he dedicated his time
education of recruits.”
before the season teaching newer members the basics of design and how to use machines. “I was spending every day of
the week in school working on our robot trying to finish the
Another new addition to the team was their focus on business. 2018 was the first year a full business plan, safety manu- design as well as help with the build. Even after build season,
I had to continue to go to the shop every day in order to deal, and imagery guide was published by 293 SPIKE. “This
was spearheaded by our brand new business team, which was sign addition parts of the robot to put on during competitions.”
for the most part comprised of first years,” Meyer wrote,
“While we didn't win anything for business this year, we got
over the first mountain of creating all of the business infraIn spite of the substandard season, Meyer is very optimistic
structure, which we can build on and develop.”
for the future of 293 SPIKE. “We made a lot of valuable progress in recruitment, governance, and business this year, so
A quick glance at the Business Plan shows organized lists of we will definitely be able to build on that from here on out,”
awards, sponsors, and plans. The team’s financial statement he wrote. “We have the systems in place, 30 experienced students, and a bitter memory of this season's results, so I think
was also published and included over $44,000 in revenue
and over $42,000 in expenses. The robot alone cost approxi- we are looking good for next year, and the years after that.”
mately $7,000.
HVCHS is excited to see where these dawgs go! Good luck
next year, 293 SPIKE!
Although the team didn’t reach their expectations at the
competitive level, they were able to finish with a solid season.
For instance, at their second competition of the 2018 Power
Up season at Montgomery High School, SPIKE 293 won the
8th overall cede and was made Alliance Captain of the 5th
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Model Congress Wins Two Awards
at Rutgers
By: Anna Salvatore
After winning “Best Small Delegation” at last year’s Rutgers conference, the Hopewell Model Congress team returned on March
12th for another shot at glory.

Hopewell students participated in a fascinating array of committees over the next three days. The most experienced members participated in advanced committees, which are smaller and more
focused. They had the opportunity to grill Presidential Cabinet
appointees, decide cases on the Supreme Court, and pass legislation in the Senate. The downside is that they could be yanked out
of their rooms for simulated crisis situations. For example, a crisis
might sound like this, “There’s been a terrorist attack in New York
City -- work with your fellow Senators to secure the federal airspace!” Since crises reflect modern political issues, the possibilities
are nearly endless. It helps that fresh-faced Rutgers students are
responsible for running the show.

Model Congress allows students to debate political issues, refine
their public speaking skills, and craft policy memos. Conferences
are extremely similar to Model United Nations, and they are often
held at the Hyatt Regency in New Brunswick. The main difference The conference passed in the blink of an eye, and it was soon time
is that Model Congress members represent American government for awards to be tallied. Grayson Glogoff, a senior, won the “Most
officials instead of countries.
Improved” award for representing Mike Pompeo in the Presidential Cabinet. Sophomore Anna Salvatore won “Best Position PaThis year, Rutgers Model Congress was treated to a keynote speech per” for her submissions on drug trafficking and transportation
by New Jersey Secretary of State Tahesha Way. A former Adminis- security.
trative Law Judge and social justice activist, Way spoke about the
importance of teenagers making their voices heard. She emphaHopewell failed to repeat a group award, but we’re optimistic
sized that teenagers should have a “spot at the table.” If a spot
about our chances next year. Any students who like politics are
doesn’t exist yet, we should emulate the Parkland teenagers and
encouraged to join.
forge a place for ourselves in the debate.

Students For Change
By: Ethan Block

this is simple. We have not done a thing to stop it.
People are not speaking up anymore, especially students. As the
future of this country, we have a duty to advocate for change early
on in our lives, despite the fact most of us cannot yet vote. Our
voices are just as important as any adult, politician, or celebrity, as
we have the same rights as any of them.

What makes America unique? The fact we’re were built on a foundation of immigrants? Our melting pot of different races and religions? Our economic system of a free market? These are all things
that separate us from countries in Europe and Asia, but American
Students For Change, a new club at the high school, wants to give
citizens have one thing that many others would consider a luxury: a
students an opportunity to make their voices heard on issues that
voice.
they are passionate about. Many students want to speak up, but
many find it hard to get their voices out there and feel like they are
Ever since the founding fathers created our country, freedom of
making a difference. Students For Change wants to give students
speech and representation in government has been the strongest
the resources they need to make change both in Hopewell and
pillar holding up that country. We have the privilege of being able beyond. The club is open to any suggestions from students who
to say what we want about our representatives, and it is their duty feel like a certain issue they care about isn’t being paid enough
as government officials to listen to us. After all, politicians work for attention, as each student voice is important.
the people they represent.
Recently, we have seen a growing use of our power to advocate for
change in the movement started by the survivors of the Parkland
shooting. Whether you support them or not, they are proving that
anyone has the ability to speak up about issues that matter to
them. That’s why America is so great. If you don’t like something,
you don’t have to sit there and wait for someone to change it. You
can do it yourself. Our founding fathers intended for America to
be governed by the people, but we have allowed for America to
become a place controlled by money and power. The reason for
The Bulldog Reporter

In the end, students have just as much of a voice as any adult. One
day we will inherit this country. We are the future politicians, Supreme Court judges, and Presidents of the United States. If we
don’t develop our political voices now, we might one day not have
the freedom of free speech that we have today.
Students for Change meets every Friday during lunch. If you have
any questions, please contact Ethan Block or Alex Franzino.
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CHS Guide to AP Tests
By: Sophia Lo

which would force you to keep moving through the material.
There are also a lot of really helpful forums and articles online
that share advice about the best prep books, the easiest exam
to self study, and test-taking tips.”

It’s the end of AP test season! Throughout the first two weeks
While most AP courses have a test, AP Studio Art is unique in
of May, students often carry around thick AP test books, using
that students submit a portfolio of their work for assessment.
every minute they can to study in order to earn the elusive 5.
Students must submit 24 pieces, and 12 of those pieces must
be in a concentration that the student chooses. For example,
The College Board offers a large variety of AP tests in many
senior Lucas Carsky-Wilson’s concentration is how technology
subject areas. While CHS doesn’t offer every single AP course, can make the future brighter. He prefers to use graphite, acrylthe high school does have many courses, including AP Statis- ics, and watercolors as his mediums, and he recommends the
tics, AP Biology, AP Language and Composition, and AP
class for students who are very passionate about art.
French Language and Culture. Typically, AP tests are three
hours long. The first half is usually multiple choice questions
One of CHS’ newest AP courses is AP World History taught
and the second half is short answer and open-ended questions.
by Mr. Parkinson. The course is open to freshmen only, and
the course covers all of human history from 600 BCE to the
AP tests are graded on a scale from 1-5. Scores of 3 and higher present. To prepare for the course, Mr. Parkinson recomare considered passing grades, Scores of 4 or 5 are strong
mends “pay[ing] careful attention to the summer work” and
scores, and at many colleges and universities, these scores will “taking it one day at a time,” which is useful advice for any AP
permit students to place out of a introductory class or even
course.
receive college credit. Generally, AP courses are taught at the
same level as a introductory college class.
For all students who took AP tests, don’t forget to check your
results online in July!
Because colleges offer credit for courses, many students are
motivated to take these classes. This is the case for junior Nicole Wei, who is taking five AP courses this year. Although
one of her motivations for taking the tests is for college credit,
she also believes it’s a good way to challenge yourself and understand the material she’s been learning all year.
Senior Anyi Qian is also taking AP tests for college credit. She
took the AP Macroeconomics and AP Microeconomics tests
and self-studied for the exams, since CHS does not offer the
two courses. While it’s certainly a challenge, self-studying or
doing an independent study for an AP course is a great way for
students to learn about a subject they’re interested in.
When asked about the best approach to self-studying, Anyi
said, “I’ve been reading through the AP prep books I bought
and watching YouTube videos from an AP macro and micro
teacher who posts lectures online. It’s helpful to create a structured study plan since you won’t have the support of the class,
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— specifically the Buckley/Vidal debates —
was the highest rated of the three major netBy: Patrick Meara
works, setting the standard for modern cable
news coverage. On today’s cable news netEvery once and a while, a film comes along
works, partisan coverage of current events is
that becomes more relevant over time. The
almost expected, and televised confrontadocumentary Best of Enemies is one such film.
tions between conflicting pundits are still
The focus of the documentary is a series of
used to increase ratings.
debates between two public intellectuals,
National Review founder William F. Buckley Though the trajectory from then to now is
and liberal novelist Gore Vidal, during the
mentioned, it isn’t the focus of the docu1968 Democratic and Republican Convenmentary. Instead, the filmmakers hone in on
tions and how that revolutionized broadcast the two debaters and the period in which
news. Prior to these debates, the nightly cathey lived. While this may seem like an odd
ble news was predominately impartial. The
way to make a point about the media, I
hosts simply reported the news without com- would say the documentary is stronger for it.
menting on it. While there were talk shows
that discussed political topics, these were not If the documentary focused on explaining
the slow evolution of the American news
trusted sources of news. The two types of
media, it would likely still be interesting, but
shows were clearly separated.
it would be a different film. Best of Enemies
The Buckley/Vidal debates shattered this
makes its point not through explanation, but
partition by blending partisan debates with
through contrast. Sure, the film does mencoverage of the parties’ conventions. It was a tion the same trends I do — an increase in
risky move by ABC, then a new and strugpartisan coverage and a proliferation of telegling channel, to boost its ratings, and it
vised arguments — but it leaves you to reflect
worked. ABC’s coverage of the conventions on these changes yourself.

Best of Enemies

make it a meaningful sequel. Sure plenty of
popular characters return from the first one
By: Patrick Meara
and John Boyega, who plays Jake Pentecost,
delivers a stellar performance in the lead role,
Walking out of the theater after Pacific Rim:
but outside of that, there’s very little to write
Uprising, I was shocked with how empty it felt. home about.
While the movie did deliver on its promise of
exciting action scenes where giant robots
Though the story is ostensibly about Jake
punch Godzilla, it clearly had no other ambi- Pentecost, son of a deceased war hero from
tions.
the first movie, and a group of pilot trainees
learning about responsibility and saving the
The original Pacific Rim was a well crafted
world, the story suffers from dividing its time
film about humanity uniting to pilot giant
between too many plot points. The diverse
robots (Jaegers) and fight against the invasion cast all feel underdeveloped and attempts at
of giant, godzilla-like monsters (Kaiju). As far development fail. In many cases, subplots
as stories like these go, it was nothing radical- appear that go absolutely nowhere, and when
ly different. The robots beat the kaiju; the
key emotional moments happen, they fail to
good guys won. Pacific Rim: Uprising picks up land. It almost feels like a large part of the
years after this victory and deals with the next movie is just missing. In a way, it kind of is.
generation of Jaeger pilots as they contend
with an all new threat to the world.
The original Pacific Rim totalled two hours
and twelve minutes in length. Pacific Rim:
On the surface, there’s nothing really wrong Uprising is only one hour and 50 minutes.
with this premise; it’s pretty standard as far as Now, there’s no rule that says a sequel has to
sequels go. The problem, rather, is that Pacific be at least as long as the original, but when
Rim: Uprising doesn’t really do anything to
the movie feels underwritten, I have to won-

Review - Pacific Rim: Uprising
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For me, my most memorable realization
came after a moment when Buckley loses his
temper at Vidal and says “Now listen, you
queer” before threatening to punch him in
the face. Maybe I’ve just become jaded by
politics, but as all of the interviewees in the
documentary went on and on about how
shocked they were at the time, how much
this moment unsettled Buckley, all I could
think was, “That’s it?” It’s not like there are
routine threats of violence on cable news
these days, but there’s certainly been a
change in tone. Especially for Buckley’s modern conservative successors, losing your temper is the norm.
Such moments of contrast rely on the viewer
personally contextualizing the film’s events,
but when the viewer does, the realizations
are more resonant. They stop being observations you’re told by others and become revelations you come to yourself. Media critique
aside, Best of Enemies is also a portrait of a
period of division, worth viewing and considering both for how it contrasts and how it
parallels contemporary politics.
der why the studio made those cuts. The movie certainly didn’t benefit from them. Why
not spend some extra time fleshing out the
characters and make a better movie?
Not that anyone seems to care. Positive reviews seem to focus on how these scenarios
were fun in Saturday morning cartoons from
the critic’s childhood, and the studio certainly encouraged this comparison. In the final
fight, each Jaeger is given a chance to display
its unique quirk so that the audience could
be sure which action figure they want most.
It’s cynical commercialization, but it’s also
fun. So what?
Well, though Pacific Rim: Uprising is fun, it’s
not a great movie, and it could have been.
Robots and monsters don’t make movies bad.
Poor writing does. It is the responsibility of
the critic to admonish flawed movies in the
hope that someone takes notice and demands
better. All movies are art — even those with
giant robot fights — and they can be better.
It’s just a matter of demanding that they are.
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